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On-Site Meteorologists
For on-site assignments, a StormGeo forecaster with required certificates for working offshore can
follow your operation over an extended period of time. A forecaster working on board your vessel or
installation can provide expert, immediate decision support on operative windows, thus increasing
efficiency.
Using an on-site meteorologist during weather-critical operations will increase the chance of rapid
completion of the operation, and in some cases allow the customer to use less strict weather criteria.
MetOcean Consultancy Benefits:
A forecaster on board can:
• Reduce the alpha factor for your operation
• Increase probability of finding suitable weather windows
• Increase the chance of rapid completion by reducing downtime
• Provide efficiency of operations
• Increase decision support
• Save valuable time and money
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•

Meteorologists are on duty 24/7/365 and accessible via telephone, online or on-site by
assignment

•

During an on-site assignment a forecaster will be dedicated to supporting your operation for a period of time, defined by you, regardless of geographical location

•

Many of StormGeo’s meteorologists hold offshore certificates and have a combined total of more than one thousand days of on-site offshore experience assisting in weather
sensitive operations

•

In an emergency situation, StormGeo can make forecasters and researchers immediately
available to assist in situations such as oil spills, or limiting damages or disruptions due
to adverse weather
conditions

•

StormGeo forecasters can also assist ship insurance brokers in limiting damages
after natural disasters, relocating ships and making sure they stay out of the areas of
damaging weather

StormGeo is a global provider of advanced analytics and meteorological services delivering decision support for weather
sensitive operations. Since its inception StormGeo has analyzed petabytes of data, transforming it into actionable
decision guidance to help our customers manage risk and operations, control costs and increase revenue. The company
has a leading position in solutions for shipping, offshore oil and gas, renewable energy and corporate enterprise
business continuity. StormGeo has 23 worldwide offices of which 7 are 24/7/365 operation centers spanning all
geographical areas of the world. StormGeo is a ISO-9001 certified company. For more information visit stormgeo.com
or email info@stormgeo.com.
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